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Abstract

Today’s firm is a complex nexus of interactions, which it facilitates and reg-
ulates; it supports market activity by providing participants with basic re-
sources. Market failures form the foundation of this phenomenon; they create
business opportunities that firms address through market support strategy.
This paper explores the phenomenon of concurrent double function of firm:
market creation and market support, through the concept of firm/market
equivalency. We define firm/market equivalency as a platform-based cohort
founded on mutually beneficial cooperative interactions between platform
leader and firms-satellites, that gravitate towards the platform leader, sub-
ject to certain conditions. We address firm/market equivalency through its
determinants (control and governance, capitalization, and interaction type).
We then apply these concepts to a case study and discuss implications of
firm/market equivalency for antitrust policy.

Keywords: firm/market equivalency multi-sided markets platforms

JEL Classification: L10, L22.

1. Introduction

Firms have evolved. Now they are able to project a high degree of attrac-
tion on other economic players. Firms like Google, eBay, Apple, Microsoft,
Sony, and P&G create complex, environment-enriching networks of partners,
complementors and collaborators around them. Numerous collaborative ar-
chitectures sustain this phenomenon: platforms, business ecosystems, crowd-
sourcing, connect & develop, open innovation, clusters, as well as living labs.
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Markets have evolved. Market construction, evolution and transforma-
tion entail movements of resources, knowledge and innovations. One of the
essential functions of companies lies in their capacity to create markets: this
function ensures the adaptability of the system and its survival, as well as the
optimal use of scarce resources. It also allows the emergence of innovations,
technological breakthroughs and new forms of development of our society.

The process of competition is changing and a new mode of competitive
pressure emerges: firms use strategic partnerships and third-party players,
aiming to enhance their competitive and economic power. The firm is no
longer this simplistic black box as described by the neoclassical economic
theory. Today it is a complex nexus of interactions and relationships. The
firm acts as a facilitator and a regulator of the overall system, providing bare
necessities for collaboration, and it does so with a strategic intent. In this
sense, firms can model their environment and their market to their liking.
They can influence the rules of the competitive game within an industry in
order to improve the market conditions and architecture. Rather than simply
creating markets, the firms can now also support them.

Google is one typical example of these evolutions. Since the birth of
the Internet and proliferation of Web pages and online content, the need to
browse, seek, and find led to the emergence of the online search engines. Over
fifteen years ago Google outstripped its competitors by its ability to complete
keyword-based search queries and rank the resulting countless web pages in
the order of relevance. Within few seconds Google’s algorithm responds to
the visitor’s request: it’s Magic by Design, to quote Thomas A. Stewart
(2008). But this apparent magic is only the visible part of Google. The suc-
cess of the search engine was built on its reputation, the experience provided
to the consumers, the bizarre name so easy to remember, its management,
its innovations, the strength of its technology, its network of partners. Its
model is based on indirect network externalities: the number of visitors on
the platform (search engine) is the basis of the virtuous spiral. Anything that
will help to increase and capture the attention of the final consumer is mon-
etized on the advertising side of the market. It is noteworthy that Google
attracts thousands of developers to its platform with its decentralized and
collaborative innovation model, aimed at reinforcing the value of its platform
through ongoing innovation. Its economic model is a typical platform-based
case of a two-sided market.

Just like Google, eBay, Apple, Microsoft, Sony, and P&G, some firms
project a high degree of attraction onto other economic players. Such key-
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stone firms are able to create complex, environment-enriching networks of
partners and collaborators around them. Numerous collaborative structures
sustain this phenomenon: platforms, business ecosystems, crowd-sourcing,
connect & develop, open innovation, clusters, as well as living labs.

Numerous academic works have analyzed this new form of industrial orga-
nization. The economics literature identifies the phenomenon as multi-sided
markets. It has largely focused on the pricing issue in multi-sided markets
(Armstrong (2006), Rochet and Tirole (2003, 2006), Rysman (2009), Weyl
(2010)). The management literature refers to business ecosystems (Moore
(1993, 1996)) and platforms (Cusumano (2010), Gawer (2009)). It has largely
focused on development and functioning of such systems, as well as on the role
of the central firm and small niche players. Some authors (Iansiti and Levien
(2004), Evans et al. (2006)) studied the emergence of business ecosystems
through platform strategies. Our work follows these strands of literature and
proposes a conceptual framework that integrates these two strands.

Our work is conceptual. Section 2 studies the theoretical foundation of
the phenomena: market failure and market creation. We argue that market
failures create business opportunities that firms address through the plat-
form or intermediary strategy. Section 3 defines the concept of firm/market
equivalency and discusses its determinants: control and governance of the
system, capitalization (value capture), and interaction types. In section 4,
we present a case study of the entry of Apple in the mobile sector, using our
framework. Section 5 concludes the paper by outlining some implications of
firm/market equivalency for antitrust policy.

2. Market Failure and Market Creation

In the ideal world of classical economic theory the invisible hand leads
the market to efficiency. Such theoretical market structures ensure the ex-
haustion of all possible mutually profitable transactions. Nevertheless as far
back as in the late 1950s Bator (1958) stated:

Many things in the real world violate such correspondence: imper-
fect information, inertia and resistance to change, the infeasibility
of costless lump-sum taxes, businessmen’s desire for a ’quiet life’,
uncertainty and inconsistent expectations, the vagaries of aggre-
gate demand, etc.
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In other words, some market institutions may be unable to support desirable
economic activities or to avoid obsolete ones.

Nearly two decades later Williamson (1975) offered a new interpretation of
this argument and developed three conditions that, alone or in combination,
give rise to market failures:

1. Bounded rationality of economic agents: in complex or uncertain envi-
ronment, economic agents make wrong choices because of their misun-
derstanding of the situation or because of their attitude towards risk.
Bounded rationality therefore leads to market inefficiencies.

2. Opportunistic behavior: it emerges in markets with a limited number
of buyers or sellers. Collusive agreements or cartels are examples of
market failure related to opportunistic behavior. They can block or
delay new technologies, or simply impede the entry of more efficient
competitors.

3. Imperfect information: it weakens the decision-making process. Infor-
mation asymmetries or incomplete information induce market ineffi-
ciencies by impeding profitable transactions or by lessening strategic
choices.

Market failures hence create untapped opportunities of mutually prof-
itable exchanges and innovations. In a sense, they demonstrate the inabil-
ity of the productive system to reach efficiency, either by inadequate busi-
ness models or by inadequate market structures. Myopia of economic agents
(condition 1) and their attitude towards risk give rise to difficulties in under-
standing medium to long term consequences of strategic behavior. Economic
agents then make use of standardized and generic strategies (condition 2).
Many economic players are followers and very few are visionary. In addi-
tion, even if opportunities arise, stakeholders’ risk aversion slows down the
decision-making and sometimes results in project delays.

The inability of economic agents to interact properly and to complete all
mutually profitable exchanges as a result of inefficient market organization is
neither market-bound, nor industry-specific. Hence, it may lead to failures
at the highest level of the economic system: economic agents are not aware
of the existence of profitable exchanges and innovation opportunities outside
their markets.

Dundas and Richardson (1980) suggested:
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Entrepreneurs exploit market failures, although how entrepreneurs
identify these remains unstudied [. . . ]. The small single product
firm typically comes into existence to exploit a particular class of
market failure. The entrepreneur has special skills (finance, tech-
nical or market-related), which enable him to do what markets
have thus far failed to do, or to out-perform competitors, if they
exist.

Unfortunately, the awareness of some managers is not sufficient to evangelize
their strategic intent with the various stakeholders: shareholders, investors
(including banks), employees, and even top management are often reluctant
to radical changes in business models (conditions 1 and 3) and prefer a con-
servative strategy preserving the positioning of the company (condition 2).

Markets evolve. The companies that were the most dynamic in the begin-
ning of the last century are different from the ones today. Economic history
shows that markets are built, and then evolve and transform entailing move-
ment of resources, knowledge and innovations. One of the essential functions
of companies lies in their capacity to create markets: this function insures
the adaptability of the system and its survival, as well as an optimal use of
scarce resources. It also allows the emergence of innovations, technological
breakthroughs and new forms of development of our society.

The question is how to create a market? That is, how to create a place,
either physical or virtual, where suppliers offer products or services to other
economic agents. Three conditions characterize the existence of a market.
First condition is the presence of two types of economic agents, namely buy-
ers and sellers. Second, these economic agents must have a need to interact.
Third, the interaction should be mutually profitable. The market also sup-
ports sharing and diffusion of innovations, knowledge and competences to
sustain the performance of its companies.

As a coordinating institution of economic agents, a market also performs
functions of information diffusion and exchange facilitation. The information
function is essential to avoid the third market failure condition. A market
does not appear spontaneously but is an institution deliberately constructed
and organized by some economic agent performing a role of intermediary.
To function properly markets need rules: mechanism for allocation of prod-
ucts and services, terms of exchange, a system of comparison of value and
transactions (which would eventually evolve into a pricing system).
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Auctions are one example of intentional market creation by an economic
agent: they make up for the absence of markets in certain circumstances or
in the presence of market failures (small number of providers or consumers,
low competitive pressure, specific demand, etc.). Cassady (1967) described
multiple forms of auctions used throughout the world dating back to four
centuries before Christ. Nowadays, auctions are still used, but a new type of
market creation appears through platform strategies.

3. Firm/Market Equivalency and its Determinants

A platform can be perceived as a locus of support that facilitates inter-
actions - or transactions - between several groups of economic agents. A
platform can take a number of incarnations with reference to both the tan-
gibility of presence and the time parameter: physical, such as a concert hall,
a shopping mall, or a fair; virtual, such as eBay or Amazon; permanent, as
is the case with the stock markets; or single-instance, as is the case with the
calls for tender. Emergence of a platform relies on the need to coordinate
the economic agents and thus on the existence of market failures. Platforms
are responsible for the creation of links between various groups of economic
agents. These links can either be economic, social or commercial.

The economics literature refers to this functional compilation as multi-
sided markets (Armstrong (2006), Rochet and Tirole (2003, 2006)). However,
this terminological cross-reference is inherently confusing since all markets in
their essence are multi-sided; e.g. as is the case with two-sided markets, being
a subset of multi-sided markets, one side is typically the sellers, while the
other side is the buyers. Recently, Rysman (2009) argued that the existence
of a multi-sided market is tied more to the company’s strategic intent than
to the market’s intrinsic structure:

As this distinction often depends on the decisions of the interme-
diary rather than on purely technological features of the market,
it may be better to use the term ’two-sided’ strategy rather than
’two-sided market’.

The most topical examples of multi-sided strategies are the free daily newspa-
pers, free TV channels, eBay, and the Google search engine. These companies
create links between different players in different markets. They promote the
financing of a product or a service in one market by engaging another player
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in another market: e.g. in exchange for exposure to an audience the ad-
vertisers are funding free daily newspapers. This phenomenon pertaining to
the services which are apparently free is quite widespread throughout the
Internet and media markets. The use of multi-sided strategies allows com-
panies to find new ways to recognize and capture business opportunities and
innovation.

The management literature refers to this concept as business ecosystems
(Moore (1993, 1997)). The literatures defines this term as intentional com-
munities of economic actors whose individual business activities share in
some large measure the fate of the whole community (Moore (2006)). The
definition covers a wide range of different economic situations. Iansiti and
Levien (2004) have shown the crucial role of a central firm and niche players
in the survival and dynamics of business ecosystems. This central firm can
affect the overall systems in two ways: as a member of the business ecosys-
tem, and hence exerting some competitive pressure onto other members of
the ecosystem, and as an intelligent biotope providing the other participants
with elementary building blocks, such as competences, knowledge, informa-
tion, database, etc. . . in order to sustain their economic activity. The regu-
latory power of the system relies on the latter role: as an intermediary, the
central firm regulates and controls its business ecosystem, and proposes a
vision of the market. Moore (2006) stated:

Just as the firm internalized markets under the visible hand of
the entrepreneur, the ecosystem form internalizes systems of firms
and the markets that connect them under the guiding hands of
community leaders. In a business ecosystem, the leaders of a
multitude of firms come together around a broad vision of a future
they want to make happen. They understand that establishing
this future will require both cooperation and competition among
firms.

This intermediary role is often played through a platform strategy. Hence,
business ecosystems, platforms and multi-sided markets refer to the same
phenomenon: companies performing the function of a market as a result
of a market failure. To avoid confusion, we will refer to this situation as
firm/market equivalency.

Moreover, a platform can be seen as a medium that facilitates interaction
or exchange between at least two sides of a market, and which was either
created or formed spontaneously as a result of a market failure. In this
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context, firm/market equivalency refers to a platform-based cohort founded
on mutually beneficial cooperative interactions between the platform leader
and firms-satellites that gravitate towards the platform leader, given that the
platform leader is the market creator who exercises control over its satellites
and capitalizes on the interactions that take place.

The firm/market equivalency condition does not imply that the bound-
aries of the firm and the market coincide. Rather, it refers to a firm, which
supports the market activity by providing market players with basic resources
such as knowledge, know-hows, standardization, interoperability and rules.
However, a firm cannot be regarded as a classical market institution for it is
not altruistic. A firm creates a market to enhance its own profitability and
survival. Hence, in addition to its market creation function, which does not
necessarily concur with functions of providing market support or intermedi-
ation, firm/market equivalency requires three key determinants: control and
governance of the system (market), capitalization as well as interaction type.

3.1. The First Determinant: Control and Governance

The platform owner must provide governance to the system without being
overly intrusive. Opportunistic behavior of certain economic agents poses a
real danger to the platform’s well-being since such behavior can affect the sta-
bility of the entire system. The platform then faces a classic principal-agent
paradigm. The agents are the partners who join the platform. The principal,
affected by the actions of agents, is the platform owner; the principal uses
economic agents to improve the performance of its system and increase its
profitability and odds of survival. The logic of the platform owner is long-
term (including the survival and proper functioning of the entire system),
while certain agents (SMEs, small developers) are more likely to adopt the
short-term strategies.

An agent acting out of self-interest may be responsible for creating moral
hazard, which can in turn disrupt the operation of the entire platform. This
can happen if certain elements, that are provided by the platform owner, are
used by an agent with malice and with intent to capture value. An agent
can take different actions to pursue its self-interest:

• Hidden action: develop a parallel hierarchy in the system by deploying
its own network of partners in competition with the principal.

• Hidden information: keep the fruits of its R&D for itself, aiming to
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stall the development of the other players in the system in order to
ensure its own strategic positioning.

• Port the developments in the context of one platform to another [com-
peting] platform.

The platform owner cannot ignore these phenomena. Many platforms
have disappeared or have been permanently destabilized. The example of
IBM and Microsoft’s tandem in the 1980s offers an outstanding illustration
of creation of a parallel hierarchy. In 1981, Microsoft became IBM’s new
partner for the implementation of an operating system (D-DOS at the time,
which was subsequently renamed into MS-DOS). The collaboration lasted
for ten years, but since the very beginning Microsoft had secured an escape
strategy by retaining the right to sell licenses to other manufacturers under
the name of MS-DOS. Between 1981 and 1991 Microsoft had gradually ex-
panded its network of partners working with the other industry giants such
as Texas Instruments, Compaq, Thomson, Amstrad, etc. . . , and building on
PC compatibility. Its platforms: MS-DOS and later Windows, enabled Mi-
crosoft to position itself at the heart of a vast network of partners. In 1991,
IBM and Microsoft broke their original agreement and decided to develop
their own operating systems: OS/2 and Windows, accordingly. We are all
aware of the Microsoft’s success, which was built at the IBM’s expense. This
divorce had weakened the IBM’s system, which then struggled for several
years in an effort to recover.

Solving agency problems requires actions on different levels. First, the
platform owner must make its system transparent in order to enable itself
to quickly detect harmful actions of some of its agents. Implementation of
interoperability and property rights by platform owner may also be useful.
Indeed, interoperability ensures a rapid and effective flow of innovations in
the system. The platform owner may also take actions in an effort to keep
its partners in a state of non-maturity: preventing its partners from growing
ensures strong protection against agency problems. In other words, it is
essential that the platform owner stays in control of links and relationships
with its partners.

3.2. The Second Determinant: Capitalization

A firm that creates and runs a platform performs the function of a market.
Its earnings find their origin in the exploitation of market failures. The
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platform fixes the problem of imperfect information by supplying information
and missing knowledge to participating economic agents. As a result of so
doing the transactions and exchanges emerge. The platform owner does
not monetize on those interactions per se, but has a particular system of
invoicing such that the participants are billed for the service of intermediation
(percentage on every transaction, usage fee, membership fee).

The Apple’s iPhone is an excellent example of control and capitalization.
The AppStore, associated with the iPhone, is a platform that enables the
iPhone users to download numerous applications to their mobile devices.
Some of these applications are created by Apple while the majority of the
applications are made available by its partners, the application developers.
Hence, the AppStore plays the role of an intermediary: a market where the
developers meet the consumers.

To ensure control of its platform, Apple employs several means. First,
Apple requires that the developers use a specific software development kit
(SDK)1. This ensures some control over potential opportunistic behavior
(hidden action) of the third-party developers: due to encoding specificity the
applications written with this SDK can only run on Apple devices, and can
be ported to non-Apple devices only if the developers re-code them. Another
level of control appears very early in the relationship: developers can down-
load the SDK free of charge, create applications, and test them on the iPhone
simulator only after registering themselves with the AppStore. Finally, the
distribution of all applications is done by Apple through the AppStore. Ex
post, Apple exercises rigid control and scrutiny of all the available applica-
tions: it can choose to stop distribution of any application at any point in
time if the application appears to be inappropriate. Some observers recorded
several strategic bans by Apple (e.g. Netshare, or applications that mimic
the iTunes functionalities).

Capitalization is two-tiered. First, the application can be made available
to the end-users once the developer has paid the Apple Developer Connection
membership fee ($99 standard, $299 enterprise). Second, Apple retains a 30%
commission of the application’s sales, where the application’s price is freely
set by the application’s developer.

Despite this, as of July 2011 the AppStore is a success with 15 billion app

1The SDK was first released on March, 6th 2008, to control the development and pub-
lishing of the third-party applications for iPhone.
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downloads and 425 000 apps, available to 200 million iOS devices (iPhone,
iPad and iPod Touch) in 90 countries. To date, Apple has paid the developers
over $2,5 billion.

3.3. The Third Determinant: Interaction Type

We view the firms’ business activity to have its foundation in its interac-
tions with its environment and observe the interaction types to be strategy
depth-dependent. Interactions between firms-satellites and the central firm
can either be competitive, cooperative, co-opetitive, exploitative (Peltoniemi
(2006)), or neutral. To qualify the different types of interactions, we first
define three levels of their potential effects:

Positive: the effect of interaction is beneficial to the firm (e.g.:
increased profits, climbing market share, greater eco-
nomic power, more advantageous position in the busi-
ness ecosystem (BE), better reputation, etc. . . );

Negative: the effect of interaction is detrimental to the firm (e.g.:
decreased profits, declined market share, plummeting
economic power, disadvantageous position in BE, stained
reputation, etc. . . );

Neutral: no effect on the firm.

Table 1: Interaction Effects

An interaction is a link between two firms. Interactions can be carried
out through a formal (e.g. transactional or relational contract, (MacNeil
(1974))), or informal relationship (e.g. externality). They can also have
symmetric or asymmetric effects.

Exploitation
Predation
Parasitism
Negative

Neutral
Coexistence

Positive Externality

Negative Externality

Positive
Cooperation
Co-opetition

Competition

Figure 1: The Six Forms of Interaction
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The interfirm interaction effects can be formalized by outlining six distinct
states, which are depicted in the figure 1 above.

Each interaction underlies specific economic situation, as described in the
table 2.

Interaction Type Effect
Bilateraly Positive When both firms enjoy the positive effect, the link creates reciprocal and

beneficial relationship. Cooperation is a prominent example of this situation:
two firms pool resources together in order to complete a joint project that is
beneficial to both of them. All win/win situations will fall under this category.
Co-opetition is a special case: the negative effect created by competition is
overcompensated by the positive effect of cooperation, yielding a net positive
effect.

+/– Such link asymmetry is observed when one firm benefits from the interaction
while the other suffers the negative effect. The identity of the firm which
benefits is of key importance. In a case when the beneficiary is a platform
owner, two forms of asymmetric interaction may arise: predation or exploita-
tion. In the former, the platform owner uses its economic power to expel a
firm-satellite from its ecosystem through predatory behavior. In the latter,
the platform owner exploits the resources and competences of a firm-satellite,
thus bereaving it of the ability to reach maturity. As a result, the firm-satellite
is unable to develop its own business, hence suffering from the negative ef-
fect of interaction. Occasionally a firm-satellite is in a position to use the
resources and competences of the platform owner to create new business op-
portunities or innovative services. Although such link may appear to be a
+/+ interaction, in cases when firms-satellites extract and retain the entire
profit as a result of the interaction with the platform owner it is referred to
as parasitism.

Bilateraly Negative Both firms suffer the negative effects of their interaction. Competition is but
a sole example of this situation. Competition compels the firms to abandon
(e.g.: price or quality wars) or to invest (e.g.: innovation) a part of their
profits in order to remain competitive and victorious over their rivals.

Bilateraly Neutral Firms choose to neither compete, nor cooperate. The 0/0 - or bilateraly
neutral - interaction involves no cooperation and no competition for resources
or customers; firms may exist within the confines of the same BE with no
links in common. As an example, consider the link neutrality between the
independent firms-satellites, given their simultaneous coexistence within the
same BE, such that it in no way affects the businesses of the participants.

0/+ or 0/– One firm enjoys a positive (negative) effect while the effect on the other firm
is neutral. This is typically a situation of positive (negative) externality. The
activity of one firm creates a better (worse) economic environment for the
others, while the firm itself is neither positively, nor adversely affected.

Table 2: Classification of Interfirm Interactions

The above-discussed types of interactions have corresponding underlying
strategies. Strategies can be profound or superficial in nature. Granovet-
ter (1973) classifies interactions with respect to the strength of the ties that
they yield; as such, non-equity alliances are characterized as ones having what
Granovetter (1973) calls weak ties, whereas equity alliances are by definition
the strong ties that require high initial investment, high level of commit-
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ment, and are characterized by intimate, recurrent and trustful relationships
(Krackhardt (1992)). The interactions bearing weak ties are the indicators
of exploratory strategy, whereas interactions with strong ties are by nature
exploitative. The profound strategies are non-exploratory and are character-
ized by the participant’s intent to permanently position themselves within the
system. This can be identified by the firm’s willingness to make significant
investments to support and improve its position within the system.

4. Effects of Firm/Market Equivalency on Industry Dynamics:
the iPhone Case

A prominent example of firm/market equivalency is the case of Apple
iPhone’s entry into the mobile industry. During the 1990’s, before the emer-
gence of 3G networks, capable of implementing mobile data services at a
sufficient speeds, the mobile industry was highly dominated by mobile net-
work operators and devices manufacturers. The former were controlling the
access to customers while the latter were creating new phones able to fulfil
customers’ needs, e.g. voice telephony. The economic power in the industry
was mostly in the hand of mobile network operators, who acted as gate-
keepers (for access to consumers and control of value). Network operators
possessed all the information about customers (usages, bills, identity, CRM,
etc.) and were able to fix, to charge and to bill the services and content pro-
vided to customers. The content and service providers were remunerated by
network operators, who used them to create a walled garden of services and
content. Some operators even used exclusivity clauses with content providers
and device manufacturers to differentiate themselves from competitors.

In the mid-2000s, the voice telephony revenues reached an inflexion point
indicating the sector was entering a renewal phase. The phenomenon created
pressure: the mobile operators started to fight against each other for market
share. A price war was about to emerge. Handset manufacturers were asked
to provide network operators with cheap and standardized devices. At the
same time, mobile network operators started to invest huge amounts of money
in their network to prepare for the 3G roll-out and the emergence of mobile
Internet. Consumers were waiting for mobile Internet and its promises of
ubiquitous Internet services. This mobile Internet failure is the starting point
of Apple’s success.

It is likely that Apple observed this market failure. Subsequently, it
clearly changed the architecture of the mobile industry in two ways. First,
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it enabled its customers to experience the mobile device in a new manner
by reincarnating the computer and fixed-line Internet experience. It hence
leveraged consumers’ willingness to access the entire Internet in a ubiquitous
fashion. This created a breach of the boundary between mobile Internet (con-
structed by mobile network operators as a walled garden) and the Internet.
Second, Apple was able to create sufficiently attractive platforms, AppStore
and iTunes, to complement their device (iPhone) in an effort to compile its
own system of developers and other third-party actors. The success of this
endeavour is attributed to the following:

• Apple’s economic dominance in the adjacent market (success of iPod
and the iTunes platform) helped to project its economic power onto
another market;

• The reputation, the brand, and the visionary CEO: Apple used its
reputation, networks of partners and community of customers to enter
the mobile market. Since 2002, shortly after the first release of the
iPod, Steve Jobs was convinced that the next step will be to release a
smartphone (with PDA, MP3 and other functionalities).

Naturally, Apple used both of the above-mentioned elements to convince
AT&T and other operators to cooperate with them. Network operators
seemed to be unable to launch the mobile Internet and to ensure sufficient
returns to cover their huge investments in 3G. The iPhone was an efficient
beacon for new customers and an attractive upgrade device for the existing
ones. For instance, in the US, the introduction of iPhone allowed AT&T to
simultaneously increase its market share and average revenue per user. How-
ever, this cooperation with Apple had a price tag of its own: Apple succeeded
by obtaining direct access to the consumers through direct billing and CRM
via the iTunes. Apple changed the industry rules by creating a breach in the
mobile value chain: it forced a change in the balance of power in favor of the
device manufacturers.

Apple’s entry into the mobile industry can be interpreted in a number of
ways. Following the point of view of the network operators (the former lead-
ers), Apple entered the market in a cooperative way, helping them to create
a profitable mobile Internet in exchange for obtaining a part of the control
on consumers and innovation. In this sense, the network operators lost their
gatekeeper roles and a part of their economic power in the industry. For the
third-party developers, Apple’s move appears to be a good attempt to break
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the walled garden of mobile operators, propose new services and content to
consumers, and gain access to a part of the mobile Internet pie. Moreover, for
non-developers Apple creates new advertising and distribution media (game
manufacturers, brands, charities, newspaper, TV channels, etc.) via the
AppStore. For the device manufacturers, the entry of Apple was clearly an
aggression since it enhanced competition by de novo entrants (Google, Mi-
crosoft) and de alio (He et al. (2006)) entrants (RIM, Palm/HP). De novo
entrants came from the adjacent industries (PC, Internet). De alio entrants
(Personal Digital Assistant industry) were operating in niches within the mo-
bile industry. With success of the iPhone, smartphones became popular and
are no longer in a niche, forcing incumbent to adapt.

Table 3 offers a visualization of the different types of interactions between
Apple and other players in the mobile industry.

Players of Mobile Industry Interaction with Apple Impact on Apple Ecosystem
and Platforms

Network operators
(former leaders of mobile BEs)

+/+ Cooperation + (3G roll-out)

Device manufacturers
(wannabe leaders)

–/– Competition – (Competition)
+ (Enhance the market for
smartphones)

Developers +/+ Cooperation + (Enhance the value of the
platform)

Non-developers +/+ or 0/–
Cooperation
Negative externalities

+ (For games or other services
that enhance the use of the
iPhone)
0/– (When iPhone is used as
an advertising device)

Table 3: Apple Interactions

From the above discussion, we argue that Apple is clearly in the context
of firm/market equivalency. It used this strategy to counterbalance the power
of network operators and change the hierarchy in the industry. Apple enjoys
a huge network of partners around its platforms (AppStore and iTunes). As
a consequence, network operators start to experience decreasing control over
consumers and device manufacturers. However, even though Apple has not
taken the lead in the industry in terms of volume of mobile devices sold2, it
changed the rules of the game in the industry by rebalancing the economic

2It is noteworthy that although Apple’s mobile market share is only 4%, the profits
that the iPhone pulls in account for over 50% of the industry’s profits (The Economist
(2011)).
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power and changing the overall architecture.
Since then the mobile industry is punctuated by a rapid pace of innova-

tion. Within the past few years the software vendors, OS providers, device
manufacturers, and network operators have had launched their own versions
of application stores (markets). Apple’s iPhone and its AppStore marked the
end of a business cycle in the mobile industry forcing other players to imitate
it: OviStore (Nokia), Android Market (Google), AppCatalog (Palm), Win-
dows Marketplace (Microsoft), AppWorld (BlackBerry). Meanwhile, MNOs
realized that the world is changing and that they have to push their own
standards for applications in search for new revenues and a certain degree of
control over their networks. Yet, some of them are considering appstores as a
way to generate cash, selling applications that include the bandwidth needed
to use them. They are also trying to provide web-based services (Widgets,
Mashups), third party services (social search or recommendation tools) or
capabilities to others (long tail content).

Apple has forced the whole industry to exit its decline phase and to enter
a renewal phase. The industry is now in a transitory period with no real
leadership and full expansion. Network operators had lost some economic
power, but they gained profits. They are still controlling the network and
hence the speed, the security, and the quality of data transmission. Moreover,
wireless and fixed-line sector have initiated their convergence. The transition
will probably last several years until the emergence of the 4th or even 5th

generation of mobile network.

5. Concluding Comments: Antitrust Issues

Economic players developing a firm/market equivalency model hold a
significant market power on the market created: they control the entry and
exit of players, their activities, the financial flows, the innovation process,
the resources provided, the flow of knowledge, the structure of the market,
its dynamics and the interactions among players. In other words, they exert
a perfect control of the competition process in their markets. By acting as
intermediaries or market support, these firms suffer no competitive pressure
from their partners acting on their own markets.

Following the European competition case law, a firm in a dominant po-
sition has the ability to behave independently of its competitors, suppliers
and final consumers. A dominant firm has a special responsibility towards
its market: its conduct should not distort competition. As such, a dominant
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position per se is not forbidden, but any abuse is prohibited. In this sense, a
firm operating a firm/market equivalency should then be regarded as domi-
nant in its market(s). Hence, any exclusion of partners or any strategic move
eliminating some players and changing market dynamics can be interpreted
as abuse of the dominance position.

However, dominance is appreciated in a relevant market, which can be
hard to define in the context of firm/market equivalency. The structure of
firm/market equivalency involves existence of a central firm and its prod-
ucts, surrounded by complementary and adjacent products or services, that
are provided by its partners. As an intermediary, the central firm exerts
market power on the structure, and this structure is in competition with the
other structures of its kind. For instance, the whole system of Microsoft’s
operating system (Windows) is in competition with the whole system of Ap-
ple’s operating system (Mac OS X) as well as with the operating system
of Google (Android). In such situation many questions arise: is there one
relevant market for each operating system? Is there a relevant market of
an operating system? Is there a market for each complementary good (for
instance: web browser or media player) on each operating system? The case
law seems to follow the latter, segregating each system into separate relevant
markets, where the central players are, by construction, the dominant play-
ers. However, it is hard to deny the presence of competitive pressure exerted
by Google and Apple on Microsoft. In the mobile sector none of them can
be referred to as dominant.

The key difference lies in the attitude of small players. In the mobile sector
they multi-home: the small players intervene in different systems by re-coding
applications. In such case, the central players still exert some degree of con-
trol, but small players impose competitive pressure on each system through
their strategic behavior. These strategies can be comprehended by the in-
depth study of their interactions (relationships): such analysis may provide
further insight when the analysis of the antitrust cases is concerned, and
may aid in assessment of the market power of firms developing firm/market
equivalency model.

Innovation is at the heart of new technologies and their development.
Apple, Google and other players have developed firm/market equivalency
strategies for innovation. These firms create incubator-like structures in
which they give access to their knowledge, skills, competences and other
resources to smaller partners, who are often more dynamic and sometimes
more innovative. The like of this system has previously been referred to as
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co-opetition or collective invention. But here the system goes farther: the
central firm scrutinizes it, perfectly controls it and at any given moment can
absorb an attention-drawing innovation into its platform or choose to diffuse
it throughout the system. In this case, the system performs two social objec-
tives: (1) it fosters the increase in probability of emergence of an innovation
though opening up the resources and the intellectual property of the central
firm, as well as (2) it contributes to diffusion of innovation. These collab-
orative models of innovation improve the process of the innovation genesis
in our society. However, it is likely that these systems of markets for inno-
vation could have been created in an effort to protect central firms against
the threat of disruptive innovations, which may damage the central firms’
existing markets. Central firms possess the power to use their position in
order to block, postpone or destroy innovative services or products, which
in turn may negatively affect the overall innovation process. The latter case
may call for antitrust intervention. Again, analysis of interactions of market
players may facilitate the analysis of these kinds of cases.
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